Axxelerator QS
Immediate startup and superior nip dewatering.

ALWAYS HITTING TARGETS

Advanced Press Felt Technology
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Technology
Since Axxelerator is already engineered with a unique base fabric concept which combines the advantages of a flow-modulated sheet side surface with the drainage-stabilized bottom side, the all new Axxelerator QS has been re-engineered to a higher level of performance.

Axxelerator QS is designed with a very fine and smooth paper side, and highly hydrophilic components within the drainage-stabilized bottom side delivering immediate and consistent nip saturation.

Application
- newsprint, SC, MC, LWC, FI
- last presses with high loads and less water amounts
- last presses equipped with suction felt guiding roll
- vibration prone positions

Benefits
- immediate felt saturation leads to shorter break-in time providing higher production during start-up
- increased nip dewatering improves self-cleaning effect of the felt
- optimized printability and improved runnability due to flow-modulated drainage
- substantial energy savings throughout the entire felt life

For more information contact your Xerium representative, or visit Xerium.com.